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building was completed, its several parts
fitted with that exact nicety, that had
more the appearance of being the work of
the Supreme Architect than that o f ” —Ed.
Grant.

long, but he wasn’ t only six foot ’ n er
half. He war a creepin’ jes’ like er cat 'n
didn’ t seen us.
Oh! babbling, murm'ring, chatt’rmg brook!
Tell me your story, do—
„ “ ’F ’ t hadn’ t been thet we wanted ter git
As the days go on and the years roll by,
him ’ live we c’ u’d er shot him ’n saved er
'Tis always a story new.
big scrimmage 'n not had to wear so
Some days, methinks, it’s a sad, sad tale,
‘ KETCHED A LIVE PAINTER.’
many patches on our clo’ s ’ s wellt ’ s on
—As I wander through the wood—
ourselves. We waited, howsumever, an’
So I sit and listen, perchance to catch
How M e a n ’ J o b L i n k u m W r a s l e d w ith a n let him get inside the hovel.
Then Zeb’ s
Some thought of your lonely mood. •
I n j u n D e v il i n N ew B r u n s w i c k .
two-year-ol’ he set up the orfullest bel
Oh! happy, singing, laughing brook!
lerin’ you ever hearn. ’ Spect he must er
Your’s is a changing song.
W r it t e n f o r t h e S p o r t s m a n ’ s E x p o s i 
frightened the painter, ’cos’ he never
For if skies are blue and winds are so^t
t io n N u m ber of R a n g e l e y L a k e s ,
teclied him.
You’re merry the whole day long.
B y “ OL’ TIM ER.”
S c e n e : Madison Square Garden, New
“ We got the door shet durin’ the racket
And when the world’s been kind to me,
And life’s a vision bright.
an’ then we thot how we’d manage. The York. .
“
Yes,
I
cap’
ter’
d
a
live
painter
onc’
t,
'Tis a gladsome song you seem to sing
T im e : During the Sportsmen’ s Exposi
best idee war to build a sort of er passage
Job Linkum ’n’ I. ’ Twar a good mary
On your never-ending flight.
way, make it tight on the sides an’ top, tion.
year ago, .when I fived down ’n New
Oh! dancing, bubbling, bounding brook!
C h a r a c t e r s : E d . G r a n t , Proprietor o f
an’ leave a hole in the end, jes’ ’ bout big
Brunswick; must er been nigh onter 60
You dance and run all day;
ernuff fer him to git out on. It took us Beaver Pond Camp, Guide, Yarn Spinner,
year
ago
or
more.
I
war
a
young
man
’
t
Skipping and scamp’ring along o’er the
more’n 'n ’ our to git it ready, but when etc., etc. A d o l p h u s H o m e b o y , A wouldtime. Yer see me ’n Job hed been on
rocks
’ twas done we rigged our ropes inter slip- be Sportsman.
Like children at merry play.
many a hunt, but neither on us didn’ t
A d o l . “ Oh! say, Mr, Grant, how does
er-nooses at the small end, Job were to
Now as you sing, and laugh, and talk,
know nothin’ ’ bout er painter, injun devil
hoi’ a rope on one side ’ n I on ’ tuther. one reach your famous camps?”
Tell me your secret, do.
war what we called ’em.
E d . “ I f y o u c a n ’ t fly, y o u h a v e to ride,
Each on us ’ spected ter git him inter our
For I’ll keep it safe in my inmost heart
“ One day, ’ twas er Friday I remember
nooses an’ pullin’ each way choke him w alk , g o on fo o t , b u ck b o a r d . steam er,
And to you will e’er be true.
very well, Uncle Zeb Skillins, who lived
r o w -b o a t , s a il o r s w im .”
sos’ t we could manage ter tie him.
R. W.
back in th’ woods, on a bit er clearin’ ,
A d o l . “ Why, you are quite metropoli
“ We thot Zeb ’ d open the hovel door,
Washington, D. C.
come a tearin’ inter town ’n sed as how
but I vummy, when we were all reddy he tan in the matter of outside communica
thar war some kind of a varmink round
put fer the house ’ n shet hisself in. Job tions. I was not aware of it. My con
“ The Maine Cam p.”
erbout his place that schreeched mos’
tied his end o ’ the rope an’ I war to hang ception of your locality was that it was
Thursday of last tveek Ed Grant invited orful, frightened th’ ol’ woman nigh
on ter mine, then he took his ax’ ’ n more retired in the heart of the forest
R a n g e l e y L a k e s to take a drive out into erbout inter histericks, ’n the dog wer
smashed the o l’ w ood’ n hinges ’ n pulled primeval.”
the woods, to see the completed log cabin scat worse nor she, he trembled ’ s if he
the door o u t ’er the way, n’ I’ ll be con
E d . “ You don’ t say. Well I declare L’r
before it was taken down to be shipped to hed the ager.
A dol.
“ And Mr. Grant, are there
sarned if that pesky two-year-ol’ didn’ t
the Sportsmen’ s Exposition in New York,
“ Ol’ Zeb wmnt very tickled over it his
make er run right inter our pen ’ s fur’ s he numerous species of the finny tribe in the
it is needless to say that the invitation self, though he sed he warn’ t any fright could get.
surrounding waters of your locality ?”
was accepted and over the hills, over the en’ d, 'n ’f he hed hed er gun he’ d er shot
E d . “ W a’ l, yes we take speajte, but
“ It didn’ t take er great while ter get
drifts, through the fences and through the th’ critter hisself.
He sed he war a
him outen the trap, though he war wedged you’ d better carry greenbacks, tb^y don’ t
the woods you go fo r a few miles, when all powerful jumper tho’ , fer he’d seed him
in purty kinder tight. When we got the weigh quite so much, and freight comes
at once out popped “ The Maine Camp,” leap from one tree to ’ nuther that war
door open again the beast didn’ t come high. No, there’ s no funny tribe up there.
from behind a fir tree and you see it in all over 30 foot apart. Zeb thought he’d got
out, so Job he clum on the roof ’n danced We never even smile.”
its primitive glory.
one ’er his two-year-ol’ steers fer tuther
A d o l . “ I fail to comprehend, but are
and yelled n’ all ter oncet that ar’ critter
• It is a little beauty, 12 by 14 feet inside, one’d come up’ t the hovel ni hed been
rushed out so quick inter the nooses that there no fish at Seven Ponds?”
^
just as you see it here. Ed. Grant, the bellerin’ ever sints.
E d . ‘ ‘Fish ? Why, my dear sir, we have to
I lost my end o ’ the rope ’ n he war held by
builder, was there to welcome you, just as
“ Wall, I ’n Job we thot as how we’ d
Job’ s. I started fer my rope n’ that injin keep the ponds fenced to prevent the fish
he does here, only at the time of our visit jes’ take a turn out thet away n’ see ’f we
devil he started fer me ’ n we met kinder from invading the camps and biting our
there was “ no admission,” for the door could git sight on him. We wanted to git
sudden. I left quite ’er lot er my clotnes guests.”
the
critter
’live
’f
we
could
do
it
any
way.
had not been cut out, and had you climbed
A d o l . “ Why, I had no idea they were
in his claws ’ n he left er good lot o ’ claws
the walls and dropped down inside, there We talked over lots o ’ plans, but all we on me. If ’ t hadn’ t been that he fotched so plenteous as that. Are there ever any
was “ standing room only,” for the seats c’ d figer out wuz thet it would take lots up on Job’ s rope I wouldn’ t er helped accidents to visitors about there?”
had not been built. The proprietor showed o ’ rope to tie him safe.
E d . “ W a’l, I never knew but one, that
ketch the ol’ feller fer he’ d er ketched me.
“ We got ready soon’ s we could an’
us about and explained the whys and
Job he got erlong jes’ then ’ n he seen how was a man who went out rowing and got
wherefores. It was so cold that lie would went out erlong er Zeb. We found his
things was agoin’ so he sez, sez he, ‘I ’ll over in that part of the pond where the
freeze, consequently there were no untruth cabin door shet tight ’n it war er long get him to come toward me n’ syou uneducated trout live, and they began to
ful stories told by the man who wears a time erfore the ol’ woman’d let us in. get er holt o ’ your rope ’ n we’ ll hev him.’ jump into his boat. It got so full that
Washington medal and a minaturehatcliet. She sed the b e a st’ d been right on top er ’ N Job he got him to come, only he come it sank. We never found any part of him.
The bark is all shaved from the logs, the house ’ n she’ d saw him a peekin’ down
too sud’ n’ t like an’ Job ’ n I looked like save that one day I saw a trout sitting
the ••chinks” closed with moss, the chim the chimbly hole. She war thet scat she twins, so fur’ s clothes n’ scratches war con- on a log near the shore, smoking a pipe
ney is built outside and will have an open liked to fell right inter the fire, but she sarned. But I got er holt er my rope ’n that I thought formerly belonged to
ing cut into it from inside the camp, which, saw a armful er boughs, Zeb’ d brung in putty soon we was er chokin’ the o l’ feller him.”
after lining with flat stones, will be the fer broom stuff, an’ she grabbed them and frum tw o pints er the compass. But it
A d o l .^ “ Why! how dreadful. W hat do
fire-place. A bunk, filled with fir boughs, hev ’em right inter the fire. It made er took er long time to quiet him down fer he you thiifk became of him, Mr. Grant?”
will be added. Working on the camp were big blaze ’ n lots er smoke ’n noise, ’ n thet scratched an’ clawed the ground till it
E d . “ Can’ t say f o r certain, he was a
Freman Tibbetts, whom visitors to the critter he giv’ one everlastin’ yell an’ loo k e d ’ s if ’ t been plowed an’ harrered.
stranger and they took him in.”
cabin in New York will find ready and sprung fer er tree ’n when he jumped, his
“ When he got er little still I took er
A d o l . “ W hat is thought to be the best
willing to talk about, and explain, why claws tore off ’ bout er dozen shakes thet rope ’ n tried ter hitch one of his paws, bait to use in that region?”
the Rangeleys present the strongest at Zeb had shingled his roof with. He kep’ but I lost ’ bout half o ’ one trowsers leg
Ed, “ Oh none of us are above taking
tractions for visitors. Rufe Crosby was a gittin’ ferer’n ’n ferer’ n ’ way, screamin’ ’ n got er row o ’ claw marks in exchange gold, silver or even greenbacks, it don’ t
building the chimney; unlike a regular all the time.
got the scars of ’em to-day. Next Job much matter which.”
“ He mus’ er g ot over his skeer though tried it ’ n he managed ter get er hitch on
chimney builder, he works on the ground
fur
we
hadn’
t
been
in
the
cabin
more’
n
and then transfers, his logs to their places.
him ’ fore he parted with his shirt and had
Will Grant, son of Ed., was sawing off the ten minits ’fore thar wus the allfiredest a map of the encounter drawed on his How I t c a m e t o toe a Log D e p o t a t B e m is .
rafters, and Ed.? oh, he was drawing char screech I ever hearn. B ’george I think back.
Last season, Miss Emily Graham, of
acters on the logs; hecalled them “ figures” ev’ry bar on my head turned inter hedge
“ Arter this, first one and then tuther Philadelphia, a teacher in the Quaker city,
but you know “ figures won’ t lie,” so he hog quills ’ n stood right strate up. ’ S would try ter hitch him ’ n ’ t last we was oh tfor rowing and fishing with Capt.
must have been mistaken. He thinks soon’ s I recovered m’ self I made a grab had him tied ’ n twisted so tight hecouldn’ t Barker. Speaking of the railroad station
through the aid of those same figures he fer m’ gun ’ n Zeb he shet the door mighty do anything but wink.
and how odd it would seem for the loco
quick. The ol’ woman she giv’ a scream
can rebuild the camp in Now York.
“ Ol’ Zeb he’ d been a watehin’ on us from motive to invade Bemis, she remarked,
Wasn’ t it King Soloman’s Temple/ of ’ n down she went all ’ n a heap. I tell you the chimbley, whar he had clum up, ’ n that if the railroad station must come,
which the sacred writer speaks when he twas ’citin’ times fer er spell.
when we had the ol’ beast safe he come she wished that it might be built of logs.
“ Soon’s we got our guns ready, I ’n Job out ter look at him. W a’l we hadn’ t any
says, “ The timbers were hewn, squared
Here was the inception of the idea.
and numbered, in the forests of Lebanon, we went out t’ kind o ’ see what we hed clothes ter brag on an’ 'fore we could go Capt. Barker remembered it and proposed
(Rangeley) conveyed by sea. in floats to got ter do. We didn’ t go fur ’fore we back ter town we borrored some er Zeb’s, it to- the directors of the company. The
’ n Job, he wore home the o l’ woman’ s
Joppa, (New York) thence carried to Jeru fotched uper standin’ , fer right thar by the petticoat.
idea struck them favorably, and the sta
salem. (Madison Square Garden) where door o ’ Zeb’ s hovel war that injun devil
“ But we got the painter an’ sold him tion, as has before been mentioned by
R a n g e l e y L a k e s , was built.
they were set up, and when the whole hisself. Gosh! he look’d more’ n ten foot fur $50.00.”
“ T h e W o o d la n d B r o o k .”
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locality affords, are to be obtained here water of the richest blue, Maneskootuk
on favorable terms.
island in the middle distance, all backed
“ Little hamlet of fifteen or twenty by rising land on the opposite shore and
A B r i e f S k e t c h o f t h e G r o w th o f t h e
houses” hardly describes the thriving, g o lending the subtile charm of diversity to
R a n g e le y L a k e H o u s e .
ahead town of Rangeley as we know it the whole. It is a view for a poet to
Mr. Phinney had a turnip which grew, to-day, does it?
describe, and one which an everyday newsThe next change of scene brings Mr* |paper grind like myself should leave to his
and grew, an'd grew, and then grew some
more, as all you w ho’ve read the old poem John B. Marble on the stage. It was tl.e superiors.
will remember. Rangeley also has a hotel spring of ’84 that he took charge, coming
But let us hasten back to our Guest of
which has grown, and grown, and grown, from Farmington, where he was propri » i ’96—If he has an inclination for the ivories,
is still "growing and will grow lots more tor of Hotel Marble.
j he will find a billiard room in the baseIn the wunter of ’89 and ’90 Mr. Marble j ment: but, if he’s ready to retii’e, we
in the years to come. It is hardly neces
sary to name the house, for it is known bought the hotel property and the? first c f j will allow him a farew'ell draught of
among pleasure seekers from Maine to the many changes that wei*e to follow I Rangeley mineral water, follow him to
California as Marble’ s Rangeley Lake was made. The house was entii’ely i « his room and then glance at the upper
furnished and remodeled, six more rooms stories of the house. There isn’ t a poor
House.
sleeping room in the whole house. Nearly
“ Rome was not built in a day,” nor being added on the upper story.
With the coming of the railroad further all the old rooms have been renovated and
was “ the new' Rangeley Lake House” on
the Point; in fact, it is the result of such changes were made, twenty sleeping rooms refurnished, and the new ones are finished
an interesting series of changes and im being added and the parlor and dinin « in varnished spruce, which gives a bright,
provements, that we have decided to give room enlarged. Since then it has been a cheerful tone to the whole.
a brief histoi’y of the hotel as one of the continual yearning for more room, and
But our Guest of ’96 is already sound
the ultimate outcome was the move to asleep, and you will be if I make this tale
features of our Exposition number.
the poim ,
much longer, so, let us drink the health of
AS EARLY AS- I860
In the fall of ’94 the Ross house, next to the new hotel in Rangeley Mineral Water
Elias Haley built a neat frame cottage
the hotel, was bought and moved a war , and
on the site of the old hotel. The house
CONCLUDE.
and a veranda added on the west em .
was primarily intended fob a farmhouse,
Before the opening of the season of ’ 95 tlie
though open for a hotel. In ’61, Squire
cottage on the point and the spring house W ritten for R an g eley L akes :
Burke bought the place, subsequently
were erected, and turnpiked roads built to
leasing to Henry Kimball and then to
Otir Little Wild Friends.
each. A telephone line was also put up
Lyman Haines, each of whom staid about
from the cottage to the main house.
It
isn’
t every one who comes to Rangethree years. The next occupant, Eben
This brings us down to the formation of ley for the fishing.* There are some for
Hinkley, hung out the first sign, which was
the Rangeley Lakes Hotel Co. and mov whom it is happiness enough simply to be
as follows:
ing of the house to the Point in the fall of out in the fresh air and sunshine, and who
’ 95, and with a look at the hotel as it find pleasure in quiet strolls along our
stands to-day, we will close this article.
lovely roads, as in tramps through the
RANGELEY HOUSE.
fields and woods.
“ THE NEW” HOUSE.
These little jaunts would be more de
W ork on the new house has now reached
lightful if one knew, and could’ call by
a
stage
where
it
may
be
called
“
the
Mr. Hinklev’s lease was for three years
but, shortly before this term expired—to beginning of the end.” The carpenters, name, the many plants which grow along
be exact, August 30th, 1876—fire sv'ept the the masons, the plumbers, the electricians, the way; our little wild friends of the
road sides, woods and fields.
village and the hotel was among the the painters and the paper-hangers have
It is about the middle of June and if you
buildings burned. Hinkley re-leased the started on the “ finish,” and a little
will come out on a certain road I know of,
house for another three years and the stretch of the imagination shows one
that winds its way along through sunny
work of rebuilding was commenced, and “ how it’s going to look.”
fields, shady woods, and past occasional
To
commence
with,
the
Guest
of
’96
will
pushed with such speed that in 90 days
not enter the house on the side he did in farm houses, with every now and then a
the new structure was completed.
glimpse of blue Oquossoc in the distance,
It was in these days that the first of the ’ 95. He will be driven from the station to
we will try to get acquainted with some
the
Point
and
will
alight
under
the
big
famous “ parties” began to arrive. One
of these often-seen but little known
of the first was the Pierce party of Bos portc cocherc on the north side of the house.
ton, including Messrs. L. L. Piferce, How Mounting the broad flight of steps and plants.
Close to the roadside grows a tall plant
land Scovill and the tw o Gleasons. Then crossing the wide piazza he will enter the
with feathery, creamy-white blossoms,
office—now
as
large
as
the
old
office
and
i
came the Burns, Russells and Townes and
dining room combined. On his right will and fern like leaves. It’ s the meadow rue
Dr. Stetson.
(Thalictrum cornuti) and one of the most
Among the early' comers were the be the desk, and back of that the same
graceful of our native wild flowers.
familiar
face
and
figure
of
his
old
friend,
Abbotts, of New Y ork and Cambridge—
But thev won’ t call it the “ meadow
Dr. Lyman A bbott, editor of the Chris William. That’s about all he will recog
rue” at tlR farmhouse yonder. Madam,
tian Union, Rev. Edward A bbott, editor nize. A t the left he will notice two fire
the farmer’s wife, will tell you it is the
of the Congregationalism and Austin places finished in light green tiling and
“ silver-leaf.”
And why?
That’ s just
Abbott — Rev. P. A. Noble, D. D. of surmounted by quartered oak mantelr.
He will find the gentlemen’s toilet rooms what I asked, too. But take one of the
Chicago, Hon. Edwin Baldwin of New
compound leaves and hold it in the water
Haven, Rev. Alfred Wright of Boston. in the basement as of old, but much en
of the little roadside brook, for the mea
larged
and
entirely
refitted.
Coming
back
John H. Davis of Portland,- Hon. S, N.
dow rue never grows far from the water it
S took well, editor of the Boston Journal. to the office he will follow the throng
loves. The leaflets, before, dark green,
Dr. Geo. P. Pillsbury and Charles W. down the broad corrider, cast the check
are now of the most delicate frosted sil
room
and
parlor
to
the
dining-hall.
Here
Brown of Lowell, Mass., and Hon. Ed
ver. Now you can see why it is “ silverwin P. Browm, the famous Boston lawyer. he will recognize nothing for all is new,
leaf.”
In the early 60’s came another familar the dining-room occupying the entire first
Here’s the mountain maple (Acer
floor of the addition to the main house.
figure, Geo. Shepard Page of New Y ork.
spicatum);
its upright raceme of flowers
The tables will be arranged on either side
GLIMPSES AT THE PAST.
make it quite conspicuous even to the
of the hall leaving a wide passage in the
A t the expiration of Mr. Hinkley’s lease
careless observer who has heretofore
center through which guests and wai •
Squire Burke took charge of the house
thought that only fruit trees had blos
resses can pass without the slightest dan
soms.
and his circulars, issued then, cause a
ger of collision. A t the north corner he
smile to one who knows the Rangeleys of
And have you noticed the ferns ? They
will notice tw o doorways, one opening in
to-day. Listen to a few excerpt t
are only “ brakes” to the native, and these
and the other out, through which the
“ Formerly the only means of traversing
brakes are divided into tw o classes, those
the Rangeley Lakes was the row boat; the waitresses pass. In the corrider beyond, that are eaten as greens in the spring,
only implement of passage, the oar. A if he should chance to catch a glimpse dur
system of steamboat communication is ing his stay, he would find the pastry and those that are not.
That was the cinnamon fern we just
now fully introduced, so that the whole
tour of the chain is made delightful and kitchen, meat kitchen, serving room, passed (Osmunda rinnamomed) with its
as expeditious as one pleases. Pour little scullery and linen room, all arranged to
blossom fronds of reddish brown. We
steamboats each capable of carrying the best advantage.
have three of the Osmunda ferns here at
several score of passengers divide the
After supper he can stroll up and down
route between them.
Rangeley, and we may meet them all
the long verandas and feast his eyes on
Think of that as you promenade the
while we are out this day. Do you notice
the
hurricane deck of the stately “ Irene!”
that faint exquisite odor suggestive of
LOVELIEST TWILIGHT VIEW
Then listen again to this description of
heliotrope? Come over to this side of the
to be found in New England [or anywhere road and look. Creeping over the rock
Rangeley:
else]. Located as it is, on the height of here, almost hidden by the low growing
THE “ RANGELEY LAKE HOUSE'1
the Point, the new Rangeley Lake House branches of the fir tree, is the little twinis an entirely new and newly-furnished
hotel, and is the largest and best appoint affords a magnificent view, no matter in flower. See the two dainty pink bells
ed at Rangeley Lakes. There are from which direction your eye wanders. Glance nodding on their slender green stem. Look
thirty to forty rooms, with good accom from the front piazza just a moment. Be into the downy throat of our little friend
modations for sixty guests. The house is fore you a grassy lawn sloping to the
which breathes such exqusite perfume. Is
pleasantly situated, convenient to the
little hamlet of fifteen or twenty houses, birch-fringed water’s-edge; to the left, a it any wonder that Linneus loved this
close to the Lake, and in easy communica- sharply-rising hill with here and there a flower so well that he gave it his own
with Kennebago Lake, Camp Kennebago, quaint old farAihouse; to the right, a name? It may be well to
and all points of interest in the great
“Love the wild rose and leave it on its stalk, ”
chain beyond. Boats, guides, horses and glimpse of City Cove, a bit of the far-end
carriages, and every resource which the of the village; and in front, sparkling but we really must pull a little of the
FROM ’ 59 TO ’ 96.

twinflower, for, like the violet, it is only
sweeter as it fades.
There’s a near relative of the lily-of-thevalley growing in the edge of these woods.
Did you ever see it before? The oval,
shining green leaves are not unlike those
of its cousin of the garden. But the re
semblance ceases with the leaves, for the
flowers are of a sickly yellow. They are
not attractive now, perhaps, but come
later on, when they will have given place
to several large berries of so deep and
intense a blue that no one but Mother
Nature could combine them harmoniously
with the green of the leaves.
Strangely enough, although it is so com
mon, this plant has no local name—at
least I have never been able to find that it
had one—and Clintonia Borealis is rather
long for every day. Henry VanDyke, in
Harper’s, says that the White Mountain
people call it the bear-berry. This is cer
tainly as good a name as can be found.
Let us call it the bear-berry then.
4) id the gay and festive appearance of
that usually, s.oberly clad fir catch your
eye as we passed it ? Each tiny branchlet
has a light and bright green tip now, and
if you don’ t know what the concentrated
odor of the fir can be, break off tw o or
three. A t no stage of its growth is the fir
tip so sweet as now.
The Indian Cucumber-root grows here.
Y ou will know it by its whorl of leaves
and little greenish flowers, but to make
assurance doubly sure, pull it up and see
the tuberous white root stock from which
it takes its name.
It seems late for violets, but here in this
damp place, where perhaps the snow-drift
lingered, we shall find the little blue violet
(viola cucullat a) growing in the grass, its
stems a little longer, and its color not
quite so deep as its sisters who bloomed
some weeks before on the sunny side of the
road.
We have passed several of our wellknown plants—t'ne buttercup, daisy, the
red and white clover, for they seem too
much civilized to be classed with the
wilder plants.
If our next walk takes us into the woods
we shall meet some little known though
not rare plants, that deserve to be better
known than they are.
D a is y D i l l .
T H E R O D E N T S ’ REVENGE.
S t r a t e g y E m p lo y e d I n t h e H o p e o f G e t 
tin g E v e n W it h a H u m a n E n e m y .

Herman Oelrjchs, hostler in the stable
of a west end family, had an experience
the other day which seems almost beyond
belief. It brings out a* trait in the char
acter of the rat family which has probably
never before been shown.
Oelrichs was working about the stable
when he notiood an unusually largo rat.
It was in a corner, so that it could not
easily get away, and picking up a club ho
proceeded to annihilate it. The rat show
ed fight, but a few well directed blows
settled it. Leaving it for dead, the hostler
continued his work. It was half an hour
later when Oelrichs, working near where
he had killed the rodent, thought ho saw
it move. Picking up his cl«b, he prepared
to make sure he had ended it. As he ap
proached it the animal proved to be very
much alive, making a jump at him, just
catching his left hand. It was a harder fight
than before, but he finally succeeded in
dispatching it. This time to make cer
tain of it he stuck the prong of a pitchfork
through its throat and again went to his
work. It was something like an hour
later when the man again noticed the rat.
Its eyo was open and had a peculiar, life
like appearance. Grasping the pitchfork,
he agaiu started to run it through, when
the rat sprang to its feet and made a most
aggressive fight, jumping at the man’s
legs and showing its teeth viciously. It
clung to him so closely that It was with
difficulty that ho succeeded in striking it.
Finally he caught it on the fork and beat
it until there could be no longer any doubt
as to its being dead. This time he threw
it out in the alley to get rid of it.
Later in the day in cleaning up he found
two other rats, dead, one with the mark
of the pitchfork through its throat. The
only conclusion was that he had killed
three rats instead of one; that the first and
second rats had been dragged away and
hiddon while the other had attempted tc
revenge their deaths.— St. Louis Globe
Democrat.
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necessity be as good as skill can make young man and young woman, both nerv bestow that skirt on an unsuspecting
them.
ous and self-conscious, although they mortal to whom she vowed an undying
But just as two grown men will fail to strive to conceal their embarrassment. grudge.—Philadelphia Record.
extract nourishment from the same food, The passengers titter and nudge each
so one baby will thrive on what is bring other. “ All aboard!” cries the conductor.
esm a ’ s c a k e .
in g another to the verge of starvation, Suddenly an Irish porter “ without” velis
1 cup of sugar, y cup of butter, 2 eggs.
J x m x n _ J i j n j n j T J T J i J i _ r i and hence it comes that the poor baby has excitedly: "H ow ld on there! Here’s a
Vi CUP of sweet milk. i y cup of flour, 1
to “ try and try again” before finding thrunk!” Act Second—Enter trunk, sup
teaspoon cream tartar, y, teaspoon soda,
something
that
meets
its
wants.
A
cer
ported by First Porter and Second Por a little nutmeg. Bake in two lqng tins.
A P l e a f o r t h e B a b ie s .
tain patent food recalls a travelling expe ter, who carry it along the station plat
There ai'e many that might be made on rience of the writer, several years since.
FILLING.
form, moving so slowly that all the pas
behalf of these little ones who cannot Among the passengers who took the even
2
cups
of
sugar,
% cup of sweet milk,
sengers have ample opportunity to read
speak for themselves, and which may per ing train in a large city, were an old gentle
the following placards upon the trunk: butter size of small egg. Boil eight min
haps be made at a future time; but at man, his daughter and granddaughter, a
“ We have done„it!” “ Now we’re happy!” utes; take from stove and beat until cool:
present it is the manner of feeding babies lovely child of three years, whom the fond
“ Congratulate us.” “ Please don’ t throw flavor with vanilla. This is very nice witli
that 1 wish to notice.
auntie was taking home for a visit to any rice or shoes at us.” The trunk final a little melted chocolate added.
I very much regret being prevented by grandma. As the cars were filled to their
Phillips.
I. M. H.
ly disappears in the baggage car, and
illness from attending the recent discus utmost capacity, we were far from being
everybody, looks at the young man and
sion of practical themes in our village, comfortable, but made- the best of it, and
CHOCOLATE CAKE.
young woman, who are blushing furiously.
and can only wish, what T am sure many beguiled several hours very pleasantly, by
Life’ s a i*eckoning we cannot make
No. 1.—y cake, or 2% ounces, chocolate
will join me in wishing, that we might conversation, though baby soon fell asleep
twice over. You cannot mend a wrong (unsweetened). 1 cup milk, % cup sugar,
often have such meetings.
and knew no discomfort. I have never subtraction b y ’doing your addition right, yolk of one egg. Boil this slowly till dis
Prom a report that was brought me it seen a finer child than she was, which is —George Elliot.
solved, then add vanilla.
appears that one of our physicians, who saying much‘for a baby-lover, and yet, in
No. 2.—1 cup of sugar, y cup butter, y
is well qualified to speak on the subject, spealyng of the baby’ s first year, the aunt
cup milk, 2 small cups flour, 2 eggs, 1 tea
A f f e c t i o n N o t Too A r d e n t .
gave much good advice on the proper feed told me that she was a mere skeleton, and
Caller—I suppose yoti love your new spoon soda. After beating, add No. L
ing of infants, which will always be a it was not thought possible that she could
and beat again.
sister
very dearly, Tommy ?
timely topic so long as the race shall live. Happily at this crisis a change of
This is delicious if the rule is closely fol
Tommy (eyeing the baby coldly)—Yes,
exist.
food and medicine was tried, and from but I’d a good deal rather have a dog.
lowed.
Miss E lla V. T ootiiakek .
The number of children who die during that time on the baby fulfilled her mission
Phillips.
infancy, even if we extend that period over “ to eat and grow fat.” And it was a
three jjears, is very great, and although popular food on which she had been starv T h e S t o r y o f Two G ir ls a n d a S a d D r e s s 
W eather Prophecies fo r March.
m a k in g E x p e r ie n c e .
many pauses are responsible for it, the ing.
“
From such as these, good Lord deliver
The
fitness
of
things
is
too
little
con
lack of proper food must certainly be
This question of what shall be fed from
For example, in us” :
chargeable for a large proportion of the the bottle is one that every mother has to sidered by women.
Isl R. Hicks, the weather prophet of St.
fashion a skirt from seven to nine yards in
mortality.
solve for herself; but there is another kind
There are many mothers who by reason of feeding, about which I would like to width is now the thing, and we all blindly Louis, made a centre shot on the recent
accept the mandate of Dame Fashion! storm. Some time ago he published the
of ill health or lack of strength, are posi say a few words:
Now when that arbitary ruler designed following prediction:
tively unable to nurse their children, much
Don’ t, if you love your baby, feed her
The high and dangerous gales prevailing
as they would like to do so, and these with any thing that is most convenient. that dress she had in her mind’ s eye the
have our hearty sympathy. But what For a number of months the bottle should woman of leisure. But not only was it in many places at the close of February
shall we sav of those who deliberately furnish all that a child requires. Then, if accepted by that unhappy individual, but will run into March, reaching a crisis on
and about the 2d and 3d. A repetition of
turn aside from the duties of womanhood, you like to, give graham or other crackers. by business women as well.
Two young women had an experience the great cyclonic storms that swept
that they may have more freedom, having It will do no harm, and w-hen babies are
no thought of what is best for the child teething, they often fancy a bone from which in that respect which unfortunately is not many sections of the globe, including the
and caring simply for their own ease? It the meat has been cut, but be careful that unique. One of the victims is employed in whole of our Atlantic coast l'egion, early
is not so very many years since nursing it is only a bone from a fowl, or from the Mint, the other in a Iftrge dry goods in February need not surprise during the
dottles were so rare that the mother who thoroughly cooked lamb or mutton, and house, and being in need of new dress early days of March.
Other predictions indicate stormy times
skirts, and also being of frugal minds as
was obliged to use one felt almost ashamed never from any thing greasy.
well as means, they decided to make their about the middle of March and a general
of so-doing; while if the present dislike of
Another thing from the iack of which
cold wave spreading over most parts oi
matronal duties be prophetic, it is only a little ones often suffer, is a drink of water, own.
It was a ease of fools rushing in where the country from about the 15th to 17th.
question of time when a mother who not icy cold, but cool enough to taste
Hicks prophecies further as follows:
nurses her own child will be as rare as agreeable. It is taken eagerly at any dressmakers fear to tread!
It is probable that some of the hardest
They
bought
a
paper
pattern,
which
the
the nursing bottle once was.
time, but moi’e especially when the mouth
But, thank Heaven, that time will hardly is hot and feverish from the troublesome obliging clerk assured them Was the very storms of the month may transpire from
coma while there are women in the world little teeth. Quite recently, while looking latest mode, and simple, too, as the di the 26th to 30th. A genuine March bliz
zard over northerly parts of the country,
who love children as they ought.
over the househould column of a great rections for making were remarkably
What would our sainted grandmothers city paper, I came across this astounding clear. So these two courageous young with rain, high winds and tornado in cen
say to their degenerate descendants? Let intelligence, which will, I hope, be as new women after their day’ s work attacked tral and southerly directions—all to wind
us in fancy go back some fifty years and to others as it was to myself: “ It is not the sphinx-like directions printed on the up with a far-reaching polar wave—need
enter a hospitable farm home of the olden so much what you feed a child, as the way wrapper. They spread the front of the not surprise within the last six days of
time. There is evidently a'quilting in con in which it is fed to'him.” This woman’ s pattern out on the bed—the .bed wasn’ t March. Earthquakes, are most likely dur
templation. for the frame is stretched in child was, I believe, nineteen months old, large enough; they moved their two ing the periods embracing and nearest to
the wide roomy kitchen, and within its and after telling how much of oatmeal single beds together; that Wasn’ t large the new and full moon.
embrace is carefully held one of those gruel and milk she gave it, she added, “ the enough—down on their knees on the floorthat ^jvasn’ t large enough—they opened
wonderful creations—a patchwork quilt.
Isaac Tibbetts went down to Bemis
baby eats everything that I d o.”
Presently b y ones and twos the good
Shade of King Herod! Fancy this ad the door into the hall and so managed to Tuesday with Capt. Bai’ker. They went
neighbors .come in, each mother with a vice coming, as was the intention, to some lay it flat. The cutting was easily done— by way of South Cove and across Rangebaby in her arms, for few were the child ignorant young mother, and the havoc triumphant, then, at midnight, they folded ley Plantation.
less families in those days. Young girls that would follow such a course of treat their work, serene in the thought that the
rest was easy.
Ed Grant and Freman Tibbetts started
follow, and soon all are busy with fingers ment with most children.
SeVen long'evenings did those tw o young for New York Wednesday morning.
and tongues. Does a baby wake and cry
But there is hope for the future, as the
for its mother, it is hushed and fed in the century draws near to its close, there is women toil—hopefully always—on the Jimmy Mathieson, who attended the last
good old way that was only new when an ever-increasing desire to bring back eighth the various widths were neatly year’ s Exposition was on hand to tender
Eve held her first-born in her arms, and those years when it was still in its infancy. folded and taken to the nearest experienced his good wishes and good advice. Ed’ s
felt for the time, that her sin of disobedi
As a consequence men are building their di-essmaker, who demanded four more parting shot was “ W e’ll avoid your old
ence was forgiven. But suppose while new houses in Colonial style, garrets and yards of double-width cloth to replace the traces, Jimmy.”
these mothers are happily conversing the storerooms are ransacked for antique spoiled material.
The skirt when done measured just seven
veil of the future could be lifted and show furniture, and the possessor of anything
Card of Thanks.
them a gathering of young matrons in the really ancient, is looked upon with envy. yards in width. Its possessor had a weak
We
wish
to thank our neighbors and
■back, but she yearned for style. Style she
year of our Lord 1896.
And as the fair granddaughters take pride
friends who so kindly assisted us in the
had—and
the
backache,
t
o
o
!
sickness and death of our nephew, Augus
Each proud owner of a baby has brought in grandmamma’ s old furniture, dainty
Proudly she donned the precious gar tus Hoar, and may Heaven’s richest
it, and, as they assemble, it reminds one dresses, and lovely china, may we not
blessing go with them through life.
.
of the scene from Mother Goose, where
hope that they will also emulate those ment one morning. She started as usual,
M r . G. D. H t n k l e y .
to
walk
downtown;
it
happened
to
he
a
Mrs. G. D. H ink l ey .
womanly virtues for which “ her children
As I was going to St. Ives
windy day. Mme. Boreas, who has no
rise up and call her blessed.”
I met a man with seven wives.
regard for fashion, caught that skirt and
Each wife had seven sacks.
played hide and seek in its folds;
And each sack held seven eats.
Considerable amusement was afforded the rustle cambric with which it was lined
And each cat had seven kits.
Kits, cats, sacks, and wives.
to passengers and trainmen on the Cres- rattled so that she didn’'t hear a coal cart
How many were going to St. Ives."
heim branch of the Pennsylvania Railroad coming and was very nearly run over;
Eor each baby owns a carriage, and each a few days ago by tw o young people and wind and fashion struggled—wind won—
carriage holds a bottle, and each, bottle a trunk. It was a little comedy j n two and the victim boarded a trolley! Six
contains a different food, and each food is acts, in the first of which the tw o young days she wore that skirt; on the seventh
claimed to be the best. Would you not people held the stage as unconscious come she hung it far back in the depths of her
like to hear the comments as our grand dians. The inanimate trunk appeared in wardrobe, murmuring softly to herself.
mothers view the scene? and do you think the second act, and piayed the most im She then stepped out to the nearest drug
they would be very complimentary ? With portant role. Act First—-A passenger store and bought a porous-plaster, won
so much competition between the makers train has stopped at a suburban station dering the while whether it would be justi
fiable, even in the name of sweet charity, to
of artificial foods, the products must of to take on passengers for the city. Enter
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’TW IXT YOU AND ME.
T h e V o ic e o f

t h e F lo o d s .

Guide Gossip.
The many readers of this number of
R a n g e l e y L a k e s will be interested to

know what the guides, and what their
Oh I care not for man’s tears or oaths.
Nor for his staying hand;
guides, are doing during the winter
For I am the floods, the mighty floods. .
months. For this purpose we have made
HARRY P. DILL AND ELLIOTT C. DILL.
And I am greater than man.
inquiries and submit the result for your
Editors and Proprietors.
I came from the North where the snows lay inspection.
deep,
John and James Collins are both at
Awaiting the rain’s downpour,
Entered at the Rangeley (Maine) Post-Office,
home. G. M. Cai’lton at the present time
I sweep along through the rivers down.
is running his down-town barber shop.
as Second 'Class Matter.
'Till I come to the ocean-shore.
Rufe Crosby has been trapping and helped
And I am the floods, the joyous floods.
build “ The Maine Camp.”
Hen. Dill
S U B S C R IP T IO N P R IC E , $ 1 .0 0 P er Y ear
The floods that rage and tear,
keeps under cover most of the time, not
And not reck I for the wishes of man.
In A dvan ce.
being at all well. Eben Hinkley keeps the
Nor for his works do I care.
fires
going in his hotel, discusses the
He who divided by his word,
D e v o t e d to t h e I n t e r e s t s o f t h e W h o l e
weighty questions of the day with his
The ocean from the land,
R a n g e le y l a k e s R eg io n .
guests and occasionly indulges in a game
In me his will doth now display,
of “ double pede.” D. E. Hinkley is wag
And rules with stayless hand.
A D V E R T I S I N G R a t e s R e a s o n a b le , a n d w i ll
goning lumber on the Dead River. Clar
So on I bound with a surging sound.
b e m a d e k n o w n o n a p p lic a t io n .
ence Hinkley has been quite ill, but has re
And the white foam borne along;
And the crashing ice, and the whirling logs,
covered so as to be on the street again.
And this is my triumph song.
Vid. Hinkley is busy about home. John
Address all communications to
Oh I care not for man’s tears oij oaths.
Herrick is scaling lumber in Greenvale for
R a n g eley L akes , Rangeley. Maine.
Nor for his staying hand;
E. S. Coe, Esq., of Bangor. Bert Herrick
For I am the floods, the mighty floods.
is in Gardner. Mass., for the winter.
R a n g e l e y , M e ., T h u r s d a y , M a r . 12, 1896.
And I am greater than man.
Clark Hill is at Parmaclieene for a short
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This is about as you find us every week
in the year. We didn’ t think it policy to
dress up and put on borrowed finery, for
this occasion and next week go back to
our every /lay costume. As a matter of
fact, there is no need of it in our case, for
we come out fresh and bright at all times.
Being published right in the midst of
the greatest fishing, hunting and summer
resort section of the State of Maine, we
present attractions possessed by no other
paper.
Our sporting and social items come to
us first hand, we do not have to copy,
borrow or steal, and we can speak the
truth when necessary. [It is never neces
sary to lie regarding the trout and salmon
catches in or about the Rangelevs, they
speak for themselyes].
We make no pretentions of spreading
our paper over the whole country, it
would become mighty then, in spots, were
we to do so. Our field is the State of
Maine, but our interests are more parpicularly those of Franklin and Oxford
counties, and especially the Rangeley
Lakes Regions, covering the whole ter
ritory of that wonderful resort.
If you have been there, you require no
word from us to insure your return. If
you have never visited the Rangeleys, you
can have but a faint idea of what you are
missing.
Taking Rangeley village as a center,
there is no other town in the country hav
ing so many nearby resorts, so entirely
independent of each other. Hotels and
camps, accessable by steamer, rail, car
riage buck-board or trail, lie in all direc
tions. You can select mountain, valley,
lake, pond, stream or wilderness as you
desire.
Come and see us and you will never re
gret it.
______________
During the snowbound days of last week
R a n g e l e y L a k e s did its best to give the

Rangeley people what it long ago promised,
“ the latest news at the earliest date.” In
our regular Thursday edition we printed
five columns of flood news. It was ex
pected then that a mail would reach
Rangeley Thursday night. None came,
however, and it was clear that noth
ing from the outside world would reach us
before Saturday, so R a n g e l e y L a k e s
stepped into the breach and Friday after
noon published a 4-column extra contain
ing the latest flood news, etc. The papei’s
met with with a ready sale and the goahead of the local paper was warmly
praised on all sides. Our regular sub
scribers this week receive the “ special”
as a souvenir supplement of the flood
of '96. ,
The many improvements in lighting ap
paratus, both gas and electricity, plainly
show that the approach to artificial day
light is being made rapidly. New methods
are being brought out each week, giving a
brighter light at a less expense.

“ This is the winter of our discontent.”
Jock Darling and Charles Morris are
the Corbett and Fitzsimmons of Maine.
Northeast Harbor 'allows no smoking
at her town meeting this year—which
shows that woman’ s suffrage is not far
away.
This week of weather proves that it
makes little difference whether you’ re five
or 500 miles from the outside world, if you
can get no mail.
“ What is one man’ s meat is another
man’ s poison” —and, though the freshet
will make Maine’ s tax-payers groan, it
causes a smile among the bridge-builders.
The following chunk of wisdom from the
Victor pad calendar on my desk, seemed
singularly appropriate when I came upon
it Thursday:
A colored philosopher is reported to
have said, “ Life, my breddern, am mos’ ly
made up of prayin’ for rain and then wishin’ it would el’ ar off.”
A roostook can always find a laugh,
even at her misfortunes as the following
clipping from an ad. in the A roostook Re
publican shows:
A t the head is the cut of a potato, then
followed this: “ I am a potato—I have
eyes but see not—lucky I don’ t! Had I
ears how they would tingle! Once I had
lots of friends—doctors, iawyers, p o a ch 
ers and even editors sounded my praises;
but now few of them speak aught but ill
of me. I have been ‘dumped,’ ‘froze ou t,’
and ‘ground up’ unmercifully. Even the
phosphate man, who was my best friend in
prosperity, kicks me now that I am down.
I will have my revenge! Some day I will
rise again. Every politician they say has
his price. I will have mine! Many will
seek me but I will not be found. I will
come high. The only consolation I now
have is that people who have always
stood by me can get a good deal for a
little at the-------- .”
A Dover sewing machine agent takes the
palm for a hustler. This hustling son of
the ceaseless shuttle found a house in a
neighboring town where there wasn’ t a
sewing machine. The occupant of the
dwelling wras an old bachelor but this in
nowise daunted the resourceful man of
many manners. He sat down beside that
bachelor and did not leave him until the
poor man admitted that if he could have
a woman to run the sewing machine he
would like one. This the agent interpreted
to mean both woman and sewing machine
so he rose up and went forth with the re
sult that within six weeks there was one
less maiden lady, one less bachelor and one
more sewing machine in that neighbor
hood. The woman had been waiting for
someone to speak right out and that was
right in the Dover man’s line.

James A. Smith has gone into the woods.
Elmer Snowman has been guiding several
railroad surveyors in their search for a
location to run a road to Kennebago.
Aaron Soule is employed by the Reding
ton Lumber Co. at the landing near Dead
River. Ansel Soule is employed by Sam
uel Hano, Esq., in getting out lumber.
Russ Spinney is at his home in Massachu
setts. Al. Sp,rague is working in the
woods. Charles Toothaker is driving a
team at Greenvale. Walter Twombly is
in his shop, busy all the time. George
Thrasher is at Greenvale.
Melvin
Tibbetts is working as a carpenter. He
makes the chips fly and next season will
make you fly the fish. Freman Tibbetts
has been finishing off his new house, and
next season will be able to point with
pride to the result of his labors. You
who visit the Sportsmen’s Exposition
will have the pleasure of seeing him at
“ The Maine Camp.”
Unless your will
power is strong and you are determined
not to visit the Rangeleys don’ t get into
conversation with him, for, ten to one.
you will buy your ticket and pack your
grip before night, and be in Rangeley be
fore the week is out. He is going to be a
drawing card. John R. Wilbur is at
home. Joseph Wilbur is at home. War
ren Wilbur is about town. Jim W ilcox is
at work in Redington. John J. Wilbur,
guide, bear hunter and trapper, has been
cutting wood and “ watching out” for
bears and other game, been trapping a
part of the season. Last, but not least,
comes that mighty hunter, Ed. Grant,
proprietor of Seven Pond Camps, and the
builder of “ The Maine Camp” for the
“ Sportsman’ s Exposition.” Ed. is here
himself, give him a call; listen to the
“ hunks” of wisdom that fall from his
tongue; get his version of the visit last
year to Talmadge’s Tabernacle; but don’ t
ask him about his last trip to Seven
Ponds and why they were forced to eat
raw beans; or why they had no fire, or
why there was no w ood for a fire. Eld.
is a truthful man and believes everyone
else honest, hence he would not like to
contradict the rumors that the absence of
a w ood pile was owing to “ that tired feel
ing” that is natural to some men.

time. Charles Haley is clerking in his
father’ s' store. He was out with Harry
Pierce, of King Bartlett, and got one of
the very few moose taken in this sectior.
Geo. D. Huntoon is about the village.
Geo. Hen. assisted in hauling “ The Maine
Camp” to the station. J. Deck. Huntoon
is State warden and is kept busy looking
after would-be violators. John Huntoon
is working about home. David Haley is
on his farm. Ora Haley is with his father
at present. Charles Harnden is working
in the boarding house at Redington.
W ill Haines is about the place. Frank
Hewey, “ young Frank,” is living in a
camp at the foot of the lake. Josh Ellis
is married and is down country. Amos
Ellis is cooking at Wm. T. Hoar’ s camp
in Redington. Ed. T. Hoar is engaged in
making rods and will have some beauties
for your inspection next season. H. R.
Fuller is in Temple, holding his own, per
haps on the gain, anyway he doesn’ t fall
away much. Martin L. Fuller has Veen
working on the new Rangeley Lake House,
but wrill get that done and be waiting for
you “ Among the Clouds!’ on the side of i
Saddleback. Will Grant has been in the
MERRYMEETING BAY.
Redington Lumber Camps and on the log
train, also up to Seven Pond Camps, but T h e T a n g l e o f W r e c k a g e W h i c h t h e F r e s h 
is now at home. Ben Gile is in the Rede t s H ave P ile d Up T h e r e .
ington wToods. Philbrick Gile is home.
[Bath Special to Lewiston Journal].
Joe Lamb, the old veteran guide; is in
Large crowds are visiting the scene of
Middleboro. Mass, with his son Bert, for
the winter. Wm. Lamb is working for wreckage in Merrymeeting Bay. ManjKimball & Bowley. J. E. Lamb married who go to view the strangely jumbled
and living at home. Ed. Lowell, about mass are those from up the line who have
town, “ plays a cornet, in de middle ob de lost pulp wood and other timber and who
big Brass
Band.”
Board McCard are already prospecting as to the chances
watched the streams for poachers in the of saving some of the property. None of
fall, and with the snow fall went into the the ice and logs that came down the An
Greenvale forest. Herbert L. M oore is droscoggin arid Kennebec have gone by
in Phillips.
Jimmy Mathieson. “ our Bath. That coming down the Andro
Jim,” is in the dramatic line just now. scoggin remains in Merrymeeting Bay at
Passed the winter at Kent’ s Hill Semi West Bath, and may possibly stay there
nary, and next season will be ready for until the ice goes out in April.
Merrymeeting Bay to Brick island,
business. Dennis Nile is at Redington, in
the woods. Frank Nile is working at the three miles long and tw o wide, contains
Mt. View. Of the Oakes family, George the whole amount of ice and logs that
and John are at home. K. W ., of Scott came down the Androscoggin. The ice is
& Oakes, about the village. Arthur L. thick enough to hold people in teams at
has been working as carpenter most of the almost any point.
All the wreckage from the Kennebec re
time. He will have Camp Saddleback
open with the season. Rufe Porter, just mains at the foot of Swan Island, and will
now at home. He has been with H. A. probably be there until the ice goes out in
Furbish all through the lumber camps of the spring. This is a peculiar circum
Franklin, Oxford and Somerset counties. stance. There never was a case before
Frank and Will Porter are both in the unless the ice in Merrymeeting bay broke
woods at Redington. Wilmont Patterson up.
There will be an opportunity for collec
is guiding a team for Toothaker & Kim
ball in the woods. Elliott Russell, the ting this immense amount of debris in the
philosopher, sage and “ Shriner” is cook spring, as the ice breaks up very slowly in
ing for Toothaker & Kimball in Green Merrymeeting Bay, there being no cur
vale, and the men who board at his camp rent.
It is believed that there will be threecan hear his call for dinner fifteen minutes
before he gives it.
They all hope the weeks in which men can work on the mass,
and unless there is another freshet later
snow will hold on till July. James Stew the whole accumulation can probably be
art drives a team in the woods. Wes. boomed and the valuable portions res
Stetson is at home. Gene. Soule is in cued.
Engineers and practical rever men have
South Framingham, Mass., for the winter been
summoned to the scene a nd it is likely
is employed in a straw shop. Charles that a large crew will soon be at work on
Soule remains at home this winter. the wreckage.
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M oses and th e Bear.

ting' axe or gun and running to my rescue.
He remembered holding the bear.”

___________ _
D- °
Moses Wells once told a strange story
of an adventure he had with a bear. To
A TOAD STORY.
tell it in his own words would be after
this style. “ When I was a boy, fifteen
A n o t h e r R a n g e le y W o n d e r .
years of age, I lived with my parents in
Some years ago, the writer was work
Phillips. In those days bears were numer
ing for E. G. Ross, of Rangeley. After his
ous and very tierce.
“ One night I went after the cow, but spring’s work was over he was going to
not finding her in the pasture, I started to chop five acres of trees for a cut-down, to
look through the woods. I had not gone have it ready for next year. It was a
over ten rods when I heard a crashing in piece of old growth, yellow birch and rock
the bushes; thinking it was the cow, I maple. His crew consisted of E. G. Ross,,
L a w s N e e d M e n d in g .
The Madison Square Garden Sports
went in the direction of the sound and R. W. Ross, J. F. Ross, and myself..
men’ s Exposition opens 16th inst. Going?
Leading sportsmen in this section are quickly found myself face to face with a After chopping for five or six days and as
A very pretty cut of the log depot at agitating a movement to have some of the big black bear. I jumped for a tree and they were picking up the scattering trees
Bemis, was given in the Sunday Herald of game laws straightened out. There have bruin sprang after me. I ran round and around the cut-down, R. C. Ross and the
been several different constructions put round the tree, with the bear close to my writer were at work together when they
March 8.
upon the sections pertaining to certain heels. When he found he could not get came to a nice looking rock mq#le, about
Capt. Barker, of Bemis, is to visit the violations of fish and game laws, and the
me in that way, he sat up on his hind feet twenty inches through with a knurl on the
city -soon and will try and be at the judges of the supreme court themselves do
and reached round the tree with his fore south side. It was my lot to chop that
Sportsmen’s Exposition sometime during not agree on a number of points, while
paws to catch me. I dared not run and it side of the tree. I cut into the tree about
the week.
others have stated that some of the laws looked pretty dark for me. The only five inches below the knurl and the same
Game Warden Huntoon says when those were vague and unsatisfactory, aud the chance I could see was to grab the old distance above it. With my axe I split
parties who are chinning about dogging intention of the framers could not be dis bear’ s paws and hold him where he was the knurl off the tree and then cut through
deer, come out a little plainer, he will step cerned.
Opposite decisions have been till I could make some of the family at four inches of sound rock maple wood,
in for a word or two.
rendered by the court in similar cases. home hear my call and come to my relief. when I came to an inch auger hole, and
Along with the “ Rangeley B oa t” built The law regarding the possession of game It was a desperate chance, but it was the while we were looking at the hole to our
for the Sportsmen’ s Exposition go nine in close time needs revision to some extent. only one, and 1 seized them aud hung on great surprise, a toad stuck his head out,
birdseye maple paddles, the work of T. H. In one case a man received the penalty of for dear life. He struggled fearfully, but then jumped out on the dry leaves and
Barrett. If you know anything of work the law for having in his possession cer I kept fast hold of him. I think that the hopped away. We all had a good look at
ing birdseye maple, you will appreciate tain game in close time, although it was strain I was giving the bones of his fore his toad-ship before he got away. He was
the skilled labor which is necessary to shown that it was killed in open time. In legs must have hurt him very much for the color of the heart of the tree.
a case of like nature the man arrested was after an attempt to get away he would
The question is, how did he get there,
produce such handsome paddles.
and what had he lived on.
Ed. Lowell Says the deer around Seven released because of the proof that the game quiet down and whine piteously.
W illiam W ilcox.
“ About all the time I could spare while
Ponds are unusally plenty this winter. was killed in open time, and, therefore, no
holding the bear I put in yelling at the
One day on their recent trip, he and Will law was violated.—Bangor News.
The Landlocked Salmon.
top of my voice, hoping somhof the family
Grant jumped 20 in the course of a day’s
M o r r i s R e p li e s t o D a r lin g .
would hear and come to learn the trouble,
Everybody is not posted on the interest
gumming. Once they came on four feeding
Charles Morris, writing from Lowell, but no one came.
ing fact concerning the landlocked salmon,
together in an old tree top and were
says that Jock Darling has had altogether
“ It was a long night for me; fortunately the king of freshwater game fish, that
within a few rods when the deer started.
too much to say about the wickedness of the leverage I had on the bear’s fore legs originally the only basins where they
If you want a tale of piscatorial slaugh
other people, and then proceeds to tell of was such that .at the least attempted were found in the United States were in
ter, the like of which you never heard be
numerous instances wherein Darling has struggle I increased the pressure with my Maine; and anglers who fisli in this sports
fore. just ask an old-timer to tell you of
slaughtered game in close time, including hands which caused him to become quiet men’s paradise will be interested in the
former days at Quimby Pond. A bushel
a moose that he. killed on Sept. 21. He at once.
following from A. N. Cheney, of Glens
of trout was a mere bagatelle, and several
also relates how Darling once, in the
“ There was no danger of my falling Falls, N. Y ., one of the highest authori
barrelfuls in a night was nothing remark
month of February, shipped 26 carcasses asleep. I was too frightened for that, ties in this coflntry on pisciculture, to
able. A few barrels of salted Quimby
of venison in a carload of leather from En and when daylight came and I heard an Game Commissioner Wentworth, of New
Pond trout were staple supplies for those
field to Boston. If these people keep on answering call, I was so weak that I fear Hampshire:
living in Quimby district, say the early
talking about each other long enough con the bear could have easily devoured me
The landlocked salmon all sprang from
settlers.
siderable truth will leak out that has not had he made the attempt.
the Atlantic or sea salmon, for Agassiz,
C. W. Barrett is very busy these days, been known to the public.
“ Soon my father appeared with an axe Jordan, and all ichthyologists, agree that
but all the same he has turned out a hand
and seeing me apparently holding a tree they are structurally the same, but they
some boat for the Sportsmen’ s Exposition,
said, ‘ Well, sonny, what
have we sprang from this source so long ago that
O n e He T o ld t h e Y o u n g s t e r s .
New Y oi’k. It is a 14-footer, planked
Ed. Grant once had a couple of very here?’ He was surprised when I told no man knows how it came about. There
svith cedar, and finished m cherry, birdseye
verdant city youths as auditors and was him I was holding a bear and had been are some basins in Maine where the land
maple and oak. The decks are made of
reeling off a few marvelous yarns which there all night in that same position. He locked salmon, so-called, are found, one
J^-inch strips of birdseye maple and cherry
they were listening to with all their ears. said he had heard my cries, but thought I in Canada, one in Labrador, one in Nova
which give a rich contrast and make a
“ One fall I was coming down the Big was calling the cow and had gone to bed Scotia and one district in Sweden. In the
handsome decking. In another column
Kennebago stream to the falls and I and was soon asleep and did not know till districts named, the fish have been known
you will see his ad. and, if you attend the
thought I’ d take a rest,” he commenced. morning that I had not returned. He for from 50 to over 100 3*ears, and in every
convention, you will find his boat at
“ I pulled my bo’ t up and lay down on a heard me call then, but as breakfast was case they now have and have had, so long
“ The Maine Camp.” Both are worthy
big flat rock. I lay there some time, and ready he had eaten that before he came as we have any records, free access to the
your inspection.
pretty soon I heard a rustle in the bushes out. He wanted to kill the bear, but I sea and yet they do not avail themselves
Capt. F. C. Barker was in town Mon on the other side of the stream. I turned claimed that privilege, since I had caught of going down to the salt water. It is
day circulating a petition to have a post over and right across was the prettest and held him so long and finally he con- really a misnomer to call them landlocked
office established at “ The Birches,” and chance at the biggest bull moose I ever sen ted and took my place.
under these circumstances. It is held by
Charles Keyo appointed postmaster. The saw. I lay there and looked and looked.
“ ‘Now dad,’ says I, ‘you keep a good some of our scientists that the salmon
mail for offices on the Big Lake will next
“ Didn’ t you have a rifle?” broke in one grip on him, for I am a little faint and was originally a fresh water fish and that
season come via the Rumford Falls & of his hearers.
can do better work after 1 get a little eventually the greater number acquired
Rangeley Lakes railroad. It is also ex
breakfast. Don’ t let him get the better of sea-going habits.
“ Yes, I had my rifle.”
pected that the Parmachenee mail, which
To-day you can not landlock the sea
“ Well, why in the Dickens didn’ t you you before I come back.’
“ The old man raved and threatened, but salmon, nor has it been done by fish culnow goes up the Magalloway, w ill be shoot, then?”
carried via Bem is^ Cupsuptic stream,
“ Because,” said Ed, without a smile, it did no good. I shouldered the axe and turists since fish culture was discovered.
Camp Parmachenee and the old trail to ♦‘ because, there wan’ t any moose there; went home. I eat a hearty breakfast and Plant the fry of the sea salmon and they
Camp Caribou.
’ Twill seem like old but there was the prettiest chance I ever feeling sleepy, laid down for a nap and disappear down the stream as sure as fate,
when I awoke it was dinner time.
times to have the trail warmed up by the saw .” ____________
unless confined. They have been confined
-_____
“ After dinner I took the axe and went in Canada by John M owat, who knows
daily trips of the mail carrier!
News to Us.
down to see how the old gent was making more about salmon than any man of my
The Supreme Court of the United States
One has to go from home to learn the it with the bear. They were both in their acquaintance, but they were slow of
lias handed down a decision that will tend
news, as the following “ special” to the places. I told father I rather overslept, growth and sexual development. In one
to clear up any doubts that may have
Bangor News will show. If the sender of but as long as he had had a good night’s district in Maine the landlocked salmon
been held relative to the right of this
the dispatch has an idea that Rangeley rest thought he would overlook it in me. goes down stream to spawn, from the lake
State to make laws prohibiting the trans
Lake is free from ice, or has been, since He rather thought he could if I would kill above; in another they have changed
portation of game outside its limits. The
the first freeze up in the fall, he had better the bear and done with it.
their habits,—first for a period, running
case in question was on the legality of a
take an axe and cul for a pail of water.
“ When I approached with the axe, the down stream to spawn, and now running
Connecticut law and the Court fully sus
When about 30 inches down, he will know bear began his struggles and I was fearful up. Your landlocked salmon ^came from
tains the state law. This is a far reach
more about it.
he would get away, so I told father to one of the Maine districts—Sebago or
ing decision and settles for all time that
xiang on tight till he calmed down again. Grand Lake stream—which I do not re
so far as any inter-state commerce law is
ICE FROM RANGELEY LAKES.
This he did shortly and after a few at call, but your early reports will tell vou
concerned, the state may make its own
laws and regulate the killing and disposal M a u y B a d W a s h o u t s o n P h i l l i p s & R a n g e - tempts, I got near enough to give him a exactly where they came from, as it is a
cut in the neck that nearly severed his matter of record. One thing is sure, that
l e y R a i lr o a d .
of game. By giving permission to kill
P hillips , March 2—The ice in the Ran head from his body. The blow had killed your landlocked salmon did not come from
game under a law prohibiting its export
from out the state, does not give any but geley lakes has gone out for the second him instantly and he fell, father letting go your sea-going fish, but are descendants
time this winter. There are many bad
from the landlocked form, a form that be
a limited ownership in such game, it re washouts on the Phillips & Rangeley rail his hold at the time.
“ Ever after that, when I gave a yell came landlocked in the dim and misty
maining subject to the state laws regulat road, but the damage is not very exten
from the woods father lost no time in get past of which no man has record.
sive.
ing its disposal.

With the Sportsmen.

RANGE LEY .LAKES
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A SENATORIAL STORY
W h i c h w a s A l t o g e t h e r T o o G ood t o K e e p —
a n d O th e r W a s h in g to n M a tte r s .

S p ecial correspondence o f R ang elk v L akes ).
W a s h i n g t o n . D. C.. Mar. 10, 1896.—A
little story that was entirely too good to
keep was told on the condition that the
name of the Senator and the society belle
who figure therein should not be used.
The young lady in question, whose name
is familiar in swell social circles from the
Atlantic to the Pacific, occupied a seat in
the private gallery of the Senate recently,
with a female companion.
Just after
Senator Sherman had referred to the
Cuban resolution, which had been sent
over from the House, and the Senate had
settled down to routine business, this
young lady grew very fidgety, and catch
ing the eye of a Senator with whom she
was well acquainted she beckoned him to
come up. He smiled all over his hand
some face as he proceeded to obey her
command, but he did not forget to pass
the tip to several senators as to where he
was going and why. When he g ot up in
the gallery the following conversation
took place in very low whispers—what
ever may be allowed on the floor you
must maintain perfect decorum in the gal
leries, or you’ll find yourself where the en
thusiastic fellow did who cheered Senator
Vest’ s Cuban speech, in a dark cell in the
crypt: Young lady—“ Oh Senator, I am
so glad to see you.” Senator, gallantly
—“ Not half so glad as I am to see you.”
Young lady—“ D o tell me when the Cuban
resolution will pass?” Senator, wonderingly—“ Why, it has already been adopt
ed.” Young lady, delightedly—“ Oh, it
has! then when will the shooting begin,
or will the fight be with swords or
knives?”
Senator, staring at her as
though he thought her crazy—“ W h-w hatdo you mean; I don’ t understand?”
Young lady, snappily—“ Pshaw! that’ s
just like a man. I suppose you know
there’ s going to be a fight, don’ t you?”
Senator,
dazedly—“ Where?”
Young
lady, disgustedly—“ Right down there, on
the floor.”
Senator, somewhat con
fusedly—“ N o-oo, I don’ t.” Young lady,
confidently—“ Well, I d o ; I heard Senator
Blank tell Papa, last night, that the fight
ing would begin as soon as the Cuban
resolution was passed.” Senator, swel
ling up with his effort to hold in his
laughter—“ Yes, yes, oh yes! I guess you
misunderstood Senator Blank; he didn't
mean that the fighting would be in the
Senate.”
Young lady, sarcastically—
"Oh, he didn’ t. Then I have been fooled
into sitting in this horrid place for an
hour or more waiting for something that
isn’ t to occur.”
Rising and turning to
her companion, “ Come on, let us go
home.” Senator, still struggling with in
ward laughter—“ Permit me to escort you
to your carriage?” Young lady, testily—
“ Thanks, it isn’ t necessary to put your
self to so much trouble. G ood morning.”
The Senator couldn’ t keep the story;
that’ s why you now read it.
Mrs. Cleveland thought of going with
President Cleveland to New York, where
lie went to preside over the big Presby
terian Home Missionary meeting, but she
concluded to remain here with her mother,
\iho is a guest at the White House, and
join the rest of the social swells who went
to hear Prof. Clark of the Chicago Univer
sity, read “ King Lear*” for the benefit of
the Columbian Kindergarten Association,
in which she is very much interested.
Mr. and Mrs. McKee and children have
left Washington for Indianapolis. They
will return home by way of Washington
about the last of the month, but whether
they will attend the wedding of her father.
ex-President Harrison, and Mrs. Dimmick,
which is to take place in New Y ork on
April 6th. nobody has been able to find
out.
Speaking of the McKees, Master Benja
min Harrison McKee, who gained much
notoriety during the Harrison regime as
"B a b y McKee,” made a tour of the de

partments before he left Washington, in
coiirpany with several of his young friends.
In one of the rooms of the Treasury
department Master Benjamin met an old
friend of his family. This gentleman
showed him a collection of stamps which
greatly interested him, as he, in common
with several million more young and old
Americans, has the stamp-collecting fever.
After he had admired the collection, the
gentleman said to him: “ You are to keep
them for good; I have been saving them
for Baby McKee.” Master Benjamin laid
the stamps down, and drawing himself up
to his full height said with all the dignity
he could command: "Then they are not
for me; my name is Benjamin Harrison
McKee. G ood day sir,” and turning, he
indignantly stalked out of the room, leav
ing the coveted stamps behind.
Secretary Olney’ s last Sunday dinner
party was composed of the President and
every member of the Cabinet who was in
Washington, but none of the gentlemen
were accompanied by their wives; hence
the suspicion that official as well as per
sonal matters were discussed.

Saturday suggests baked beans and that
was just the place where you could get a
baked bean supper with all the accompaniW, A. D. Cragin, has been ill.
j ment of brown bread, pie, cake and so
The woolen mill is again in motion.
forth. There was a short program of en
George Whitney is very much improved. tertainment and musical games.
Very quiet about town during the recent
storms.
PHILLIPS LOCALS.

Dennison’ s mill does quite an amount of
job work.

A

Q u a in t an d A n c ie n t S tr u c tu r e W i t h a n
I n t e r e s t i n g H is t o r y .

“ Am ong the quaint old structures of
Charleston our old postoffice building
takes the lead in historic interest, ” said
James S. Murdock, a leading wholesale
merchant of the Carolina metropolis. Mr.
Murdock is here with a delegation of his
townsmen to ask congress to make a mod
est appropriation so as to donate the
aforesaid antique to the city.
“ The old postoffice,” said he, “ was
built of brick imported from England in
1767 under the direction of a committee of
the colonial assembly. Its leading mem
bers were John Rutledge, Henry Laurens
and Thomas Lynch, who later took a
prominent part in the formation of the re
public, and whose names will be found
among the signers of the Declaration of
Independence. During the occupation of
Charleston by the British it was used as a
prison and between 60 and 70 of the best
citizens were confined there before their
removal to St. Augustine, Ela. In the
number was Colonel Isaac Haynes of the
celebrated family of that name. In re
venge for the execution of Major Andre
Haynes was led out from prison and suf
fered the death penalty by order of Colonel
Balfour, then in command, without the
formality of a trial.
“ In 1790, when General Washington
visited Charleston, it was in this same old
building that he was entertained, and a
splendid ball was given in his honor by
the wealthy planters of the state, co-oper
ating with the town people. With such
historic associations surrounding it, our
people naturally take a deep interest in
their old postoffice, and the idea is to keep
it in its original condition as a sacred
mementoof the past.” — Washington Post.
E e fln e m e n t s o f M e a s u r e m e n t s .

Refinements o f measurements have gone
to almost incredible limits. On len >s
curvature of one one-hundred-and-fiftythousandth of an inch can be measuied.
In spectroscopic analysis of mere traces of
different elements fractional wave lengths
arc read to onotwo-thousand-five-hundredmillionth of an inch. Professor Dewar,
in his researches on liquid air, attained a
vacuum of one two-thousand-five-hundredmillionth of au atmosphere by filling a
vessel with mercurial vapor and exposing
it to a vei’y low temperature, and Professor
Boys, with the simplest possible arrange
ment of quartz fiber, torsional balance and
mirror, claims to have been able to just
detect an attractive force of the one tw m ty-thousand-millionth of a grain. So
much for the minute weights and meas
ures, and, as regards angles, the Darwin
pendulum w ill indicate a movement of one
three-hundredth of a second, which would
be about the angular measurement of a
penny piece at a distance of 1,000 miles.
It is difficult to realize the minuteness of
measurements like the preceding. The
smallest gold coin of the realm, if drawn
out into a wire one two-hundred-and-fiftyjnillionth of an inch in diameter, would
be long enough to stretch to the sun and
back again 10,000 times, and yet the fun
damental mystery of the constitution of
atoms and molecules would be locked up
in every infinitesimal portion of the length
of that minute w ire.-
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The drama, “ The Charity Ball,” is in The only Direct and All Rail Route to the
definitely postponed.
Rangeley Lakes and Dead River Region.
Mrs. Emma Shepard gave a whist party
Friday, Nov. 1, 189.5.
on Saturday evening.
Hereafter the stores will close Tuesday
and Thursday evenings.
Portland ......... de.
Mrs. J. B. Noble is in Boston on a visit
Philllips ........... .de.
to her son, George Noble.
Madrid..............
Ben Whittemore thinks he is about
through cutting ice for the winter.
Miss Lepha Phillips returned from her
visit to M assachusetts, last week.

Reed’s Mill........
Sanders’ Mill..

Redingt’n Mills.

No. 1.

A. M.

p. m :

2.15
2.40

i ar

2.53
3.10
3.45

) de

3.55
4.30
4.55
No. 2.

*Dead River—
The King’ s Daughters will meet with Rangeley........... . ar.

Mrs. Mai’gie Skofield on Friday, March 13.
C H A R L E S T O N ’S POSTOFFICE.

P hillips& R an geleyR l

Candidates are multiplying; Subtraction
will follow.

WEST.

A. M.

The Saturday Lewiston Journal had an Rangeley...........de.
Dead River.............
illustration of Phillips’ giant W. H. Kel
ar
ley.

6.45
7.07

f de
Miss Clare Hiukley has returned to Bos
Mill.........
ton to resume her studies at the Emerson Sanders’
Seed's Mill..............
Madrid....................
College of Oratory.

8.15
8.45
8.57
9.07
9.29

7.35

Redingt’n Mills. -

Phillips................ar.

Miss Georgiue Wilbur left town the first
Phillips................ lv.
9.30
of the week for a visit of several weeks in Portland.............ar.
5.45
Boston and Lowell.
Boston.. .E. Div., ar.
9.25
Dr. Rollin had to postpone his profes
* Stfig-e, connections for Eustts.
sional visit to Rangeley this week on ac A. B. Gil m an ,
F. E. T im b e r la k e ,
count of the tie up in the railroad.
President.
G. P. & T. A.
D. W. DAVIS, Supt.
Miss Emma Timberlake has returned
from her trip to the city and Miss Annie
Timberlake leaves Friday for a visit to
Livermore.
T I M E -T A B L E
Supt. Davis, o f the P. & R. has shown
himself a worker during the ice and snow
blockade. He is a model Superintendant,
j
one who will not ask a man to do more
MONDAY, OCTOBER 7, lX!to.
than himself.
T r a in 1. T r a in 3 . T r a iii 5 .
Mr. T. M. Mahan, from Roxbury, Mass.,
NORTH.
has been in town for several days tuning
A. M.
P. M.
P. M.
pianos. Mr. Mahan is an expert at his
lv.
9.30
12.20
4.35
business, having been for many years with Farmington.
Strong,
1 .4 0
lv. 1 0 . 1 5
5.10
Phillips,
ar. 10.45
the Chickering piano company.
2.10
5.35

Sandy River Railroad,

A new instrument is needed on this end
of the telphone line at the Hotel. It is
next to impossible to talk through it,
while at the Hardware store, with a new
instrument conversation is clear and
distinct.
¥
Frederick J . Ilsley was elected alderman
in Portland last week. Mr. Ilsley will be
well and pleasantly remembered in both
Phillips and Rangeley from his connection
with the building of the P. & R. rai’ road,
as chief Engineer.

T r a in 55. T r a in 4 . T r a in 0 .
SO U TH .

Phillips,
Strong,
Farmington,

A. M.

P. M.

7.45
8.08
8.40

9.30

lv.
lv.
ar.

1 0 .1 5

P. M.
1.15
1 .4 0

11.00

W E S T O N LEW IS,

2.10

F. N. B E A L ,

President.

Sup't.

Rangeley Lake Steamboats.

Rev. Ernest A bbott, a son of Rev. Ly
man Abbott, D. D., preached at the Union
church, Sunday, in the absence of Mr.
Ranney. His sermons were forcible and
’9 6 .
practical, and deserving of a much larger F o r S e a s - i o n
audience than was pi'esent.
[ForSatui-day and Sunday time,see foot note].
Mrs. Gid. Smith, in connection with the
Brockway counterfeiting, received sen
A. M.
P. M.
tence, Saturday, of four years in the Essex Ra n g e le y .
.Lv. 7.00
2.30
county (N. J.) penitentiary and in addi R angeley O u tle t , __ •Lv. 9.00
4.30
tion a fine of 8250.00. It will be remem
Note.—The only exceptions to the above
bered that she once lived in Phillips.
The “ Carnival of D ays,” given by the
ladies of the Baptist Social Union at
Bates’ Hall last Friday evening, was
financially and socially a success. There
were six booths for the six working days
of the week. “ M onday,” the first, was
decorated with wash tubs and clothespins,
and soap and aprons were on sale. A t
“ Tuesday,” the blue and white ironing
booth, were holders and aprons. “ Wed
nesday,” was a prettily draped corner
where the requisites of mending, needle
books, mending bags and so forth were on
sale. A t “ Thursday,” ice-cream and cake
were served, and there was a special and
well patronized corner table for “ spoons.”
“ Friday,” daintily draped in green and
white, had delicious home-made candy to
sell and also brooms and sweeping caps.

are on Saturdays when boats do not leave
Rangeley Outlet until 5.00 P. M. and on Sun
days when they leave Rangeley village at
7.30 A. M.
S T I t A

M

K

K

S

may be chartered by private part ies or for ex
cursions, and trips will be made at any time ot
day or night, the charges for the same at all
times being reasonable.
The Rangeley Steamboat Line is offered for
sale by its owners.
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Proprietor.
,

,\1 I t .
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On Wall Street.—Uncle Josh—"There’ s
lots of money dropped in Wall street, ain’ t
tliere?” Nephew—“ Lots of it.”
Uncle
Josh—“ And it’ s all dropped by folks that's,
trying to pick it up.”

RANGELEY LAKES

i

has been trapping since he was 25 years
old, or for 48 seasons, almost continuously
and has taken out of the woods from two
Hinkley & Adams team started for Eus- j
to six bears every year the probability is
Mrs. Cora Richardson has been ill this
tis Wednesday morning for the third time j W IT H IT IKE P R A T T OF V ER M O N T that his score is fully 100 by this time.
week.
But not only does he probably underesti
HAS KILLED MANY BEARS.
since the rain storm.
Frank W. Hewey was/ is the village
mate the size of his catch, but he claims
Monday.
Wednesday morning, of this week,
that in all his experiences with his bears
A s s o c ia t io n W i t h T h is W e a p o n a n d H is
he has never had any particularly exciting
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Bowley were up to R a n g e l e y L a k e s started for the ohtside
M o d e s ty H a v e M a d e H im t h e G. W . o f times.
world after having remained in the post
the village Saturday.
Mr. Pratt comes by his sporting in 
B e a r H u n t e r s — H o w H e S e ts a n d B a its
office here for six and one-half days.
stincts naturally, for both his grandfather
It has not been a very lively week for
H is T r a p s F o r U n s u s p e c t in g Bruin.
Ed. Hoar is making some beauties for
and his father were the greatest hunters
Station Agent Miller.
rods. He has a new fancy grip that will
Ike Pratt of Bennington, Y t., is the of their times and used to chase the doer
Who is there that doesn’ t want a
astonish and please all who see it. He man who kills bears with a hatchet. He about the hills to the eastward of the vil
change—in the weather?
has half-a-dozen varieties of snow-shoes. does not go still-hunting them in tbo lage when deer were more plenty than
woods with this domestic weapon. He foxes are now. Ike thinks, however, that
Remember “ Uncle Josh”
Saturday
A1 Withey was in town Tuesday; he re waits until be gets them into a trap before in his long experience he has improved on
night—also the new farce.
ports a fearful condition of the road from he begins splitting them, but, considering the methods of his ancestors and says he
Rev. Mr. Small gave an excellent ser the Totman farm this way for a few miles the number of bears he has converted into wouui like to try trapping with them now.
mon Sunday, from Mark 10:48.
because of the flood. The roads are now meat this way and the fact that at 73 His father, he says, always thought it was
years he is still in the business, his specialty necessary to sot his traps in a spring hole,
Evidently there will be snow enough for free from ice.
as a bear man is worthy of special note. but he lias found he has fully as good suc
“ six-weeks sledding in March.”
Dr. J. LI. Rollin was prevented from When he goes out to empty his traps, he cess on bare ground. He generally tries
carries a gun with him for safety, and oc to find a place where the animals cross
Mrs. H. A. Furbish reached home Mon coming to Rangeley this week as he ex
through the woods. Sometimes they have
pected but will be along next week, if casionally when he finds somo unusually
day, coming by team from Phillips.
quick temperod and uncompanionable bear beaten paths, he says, just like cattle. In
there is any line of communication other ho has to uso it. Occasionally, too, when • these paths he sets his traps. Ho is a great
Charles F. Quimby came in Monday, than telephone.
he hasn’t his hatchet with him he uses a man for finding traces and “ dents” of
and says roads not in very bad condition.
Sam Raymond, a driver for Toothaker stout club. But his regular bear sticking bears. “ Dent” is early nineteenth cen
George Snowman is to move his family and Kimball, was badly hurt, Monday by outfit consists of his hatchet and a big tury for “ tracks.” Ike never says “ tracks.”
to the Mountain View where he is at being run over by a loaded sled. Newell jackknife, with a blade like an eighteenth In bating Mr. Pratt prefers a sheep’ s head,
century pirate’s cutlass, which he uses to but he also uses other meat and honey oc
work.
Dunham came out on horseback from the do the final carving. Ike doesn’ t think casionally. He doen’ t think much of bait
camp
for
Dr.
Currier.
J. D, Huntoon was out in the vicinity
his method of dispatching bears is remark ointment, for he says when bpars are look
of Long Pond, Saturday, but saw no signs
Furbish, Butler & Oakes are ffiaking able. Apparently ho regards bear stick ing for food they generally find the trap,
ing in much the same commonplace light and when they don’ t want it you can’ t in
of violation.
great changes in their store. The groceries as pig sticking.
duce them to touch your bat anyway. In
Harry Dennison and Natt Carr deserve are to be moved into the back room with
The success which he has been able to the summer when vegetable food is plenty
the thanks of Rangeley for hauling in the the meat, and provisions. The place they achieve in his long career of bear slaying and in winter when the bears get through
mail Saturday.
form er^ occupied will be devoted to boots has been due, it seems, to his careful at eating naturally he thinks it generally
C. W. Barrett is finishing up four boats and shoes. Clothing will be a department tention to details. When he runs across small use to trap for them.—Springfield
for the Megantic Club.
He also has by itsself. The ceiling of whole store will his bear, caught in his trap, ho always Republican.
makes sure first that he is in tight. If he
orders for as many more to be finished at be covered with a metal sheathing..
T H E SM ART T ELLE R.
had almost torn his foot off, or was so
once.
In another column of this issue you will slightly caught that he might at last break
Hie
Stratagem
F o r S e c u r in g a n In c re a se
Hermon Huntoon says the Phillips road find the ad. of Twombly’ s Knapsacks. away, he might put the hunter in an em
o f H is S a la r y .
was in very good condition, Sunday, but Mr. Twombly puts the best of work and barrassing position. Having assured him
The paying teller refused to honor the
returning Monday was blown in full, much material into these knapsacks and can self of this, Mr. Pratt gets out his hatched
or his club, sticks Lis knife in a tree near check and went to the cashier.
of the way.
honestly claim there are no better on the by and goes to work.
“ They want that $300,000,” he said
All the daily newspapers were filled market. An examination of the knapsack
V ilh bears, as with men, Mr. Pratt “ What are you going to do about it?”
“ Pay it, of course,” said the cashier
with cuts of the flood, but failed to see which Freman Tibbetts will carry to tl e thinks, it makes a difference how they arc
one of the “ second leaving of the ice in Sportsmen’s Exposition will conclusiveljr approached. Most people rush up to them “ You have the money.”
“ Yes; I have the money, but I don’
too suddenly and get them all excited, and
prove what we say.
Rangeley Lake.”
then mere is trouble. He himself walks propose to pay it.”
The
many
sportsmen
who
visit
Maine
“ What do you mean, sir?” the cashier
up in a calm and confidential way and
Conductor Robertson was taken over
to Dead River Station by team Monday and the many who do not, but who are waits around, ho says, just outside of the exclaimed. “ It is your business to pay it
morning, where he hoped to find a train intending to do so this season, should reach of the tethered animal, until the I have given you the money, and the
look at the advertisement of Mrs. H. H. bear gets sort of used to him. Theii ho check must bo paid.”
to take him one way or the other.
“ M r .------, I am working hore on a sal
Dill from which they will learn that it is draws up his hatchet and waves it around
Dennis Nile came into the office Monday better to delay buying their flies, hooks in front of the bear, and when he sees a ary of $2,000 a year. I have asked for an
and said that he had just seen a crow fly or leaders till they reach Rangeley. Mrs. chance he raps him, either between the increase, and the directors think la m get
ting enough. I cannot agree with them.
ing noi'th, which was “ a sign winter had Dill is an expert in the art and nothing eyes or on the nose. That stuns the bear,
and before he collects his bruised and It is true that I have the $300,£00, but 1
broke.” We told him yes—broke loose.
but the best of material and hand work Wandering thoughts Ike has jumped in intend to keep it. I have not been treated
with his knife and emptied his remaining right, and I must take this course to get
The King’s Daughters will meet with enters into t^ieir construction.
life through his jugular vein. Bears are my deserts.”
Mrs. Emma McCard next Monday even
The Boston Sunday Herald gave with good boxers, he says, but he never missed
A long argument followed, which was
ing. Election of officers and all members
referred to the board of directors, which
its last edition another of those attractive his blow yet.
are requested to be present. The question productions, “ The Wild West,” to go
It makes a difference, however, just how was hastily called together. The teller
of having a drama is also to be talked with the Opera House Stage given a week a bear is hitched to a trap. With only his was ordered before their majesties. He
over.
previous.
This last had all the chief hind leg caught it makes the problem admitted all that the cashier had said of
The best way to report progress on the characteristics of the original “ Buffalo more intricate than when he is held down him and added:
by a front paw, and often in the latter
“ Gentlemen, I am serious. I have the
P. & R. R. R. is to give it in daily reports. Bill’ s” Wild West Show. “ The Mikado”
case he has to go to the expense of shoot $300,000 safe. You may do what you
Friday tne train from Redington, at caused such a demand the week previous ing them. A bear that is quite old, too, please. If you take the matter to the
3 p. m ., was at gravel pit beyond Dead that it could not be met by the publishers. will discourage a too close acquaintance courts, the most I can get is ten years. I
River bridge, and they were hoping to Look out for next Sunday’s special on the part oi any one. But then it is all 6hall leave the penitentiary at the age of
a matter of knack. There was a man in 40 worth §300,000. If I remain with you
reach the Station by night. They had about feature.
Pownui a few years ago, he says, who at my present salary, I won’ t be worth a
30 men at work. Saturday p . m . was not
Paymaster Parker of the P. & R. was didn’t havo the knack. In fact, it was his cent. Do as you will. Give me $5,000 a
very briliiant one for parties who had
in by special Wednesday.
first bear that he tackled. He heard it year, or send me up.”
been expecting to learn of the arrival of
The many friends of Mr. Rufus Porter yelling back of tbo house and started
He was a hard customer to deal with,
the train, and the opening of travel once
will be grieved to learn that he was out with his ax. The first blow the bear and they quickly agreed that if he would
more. The storm which began in the
stricken with a shock Wednesday after countered and knocked the ax out of the return the $300,000 and pay the check they
morning, continued and there seemed to
noon. He was at work painting at the m an’s hand. Then he turned a complete would do as he Wished. He made them
somersault, and when he came up again sign a bond, releasing him in every possi
be no let up, and when Conductor Rob
time, at Furbish Butler & Oakes’ store,
ertson walked in and reported tw o or and so suddenly did the blow come that ho carried tin man’s shirt and vest, and ble way and guaranteeing him $5,000 a
three days work on this end of the road, he fell from the staging on his forehead. also considerable of the superficial area of year for 30 years.
his abdomen, on his hind claws. This
One of the directors, an old, gray haired
and that work on Sluice hill had been He was at once carried to his home and made the man somewhat more cautious.
fellow who was presidentof the insurance
suspended, owing to the storn, it began to medical attendance summoned.
He waited around a good while and took 3ompany, said:
look as if connection with the outside
a good deal of lively exercise, but finally
“ Young man, you are too smart to be
There is great rejoicing throughout the he got in a first class hit, which raised his paying toller of a bank. Come down to
world was a thing of the past. This was
the situation Saturday night. Sunday land, from Ed. Grant to MissC. T. Crosby. batting average considerably and won the my office, and I will give you $20,000 a
was a snowstorm and blizzardy weather. “ The Maine Camp” was shipped from game. But he had a good day’s bear hunt year.”
He went home, got the $300,000, re
It will be ing out of it when it was all done.
No work was done on this end of the road, Rangeley, Tuesday night.
Mr. Pratt has another distinction. For turned it to the bank and went into the
or on the Phillips end, but 25 men from hustled on to Portland and from there by reasons best known to himself, perhaps
insurance business.—New York Press.
Redington, picked their way through the steamer to New York, arriving at the from his long association with his little
latter
city,
Saturday.
This
will
give
the
remaining ice and that end of the line was
hatoliet, he is the George Washington of
X y e P h o to g ra p h s.
opened. Sunday night the wind blew all guides time to set it up1in the Garden local bear hunters. He is not an imagina
An image impressed upon the retina of
night and the snow piled up. Monday before the opening. Barrett’ s beauty of a tive, poetic sportsman, like that Inspired
morning it was learned that the snow boat followed next morning. It would autobiographical bear hunter of Wiliiams- the eye remains there an appreciable time.
This is the reason why a torch swung rap
train left Phillips at 7 a . m . and were hop have been a wretched disappointment, had town, John Barney Wright. On the con idly seems to be a circular flame. The sen
trary, ho is just a fine workman with
ing to reach Rangeley by 2 o'clock. They the road been blocked a day longer, and a bears, who enjoys his work from the sibility of the retina is indifferent at dif
only got as far as Redington late in the failure to hjjve reached its destination standpoint of an artistic workman, but ferent times of the day. Every one has
p. m. and returned. Tuesday, by hard would have spoiled all the fun in store for takes it more or less as a matter of course, noticed how on waking in the morning
work, they reached Rangeley at about the coterie who were to gather at its wiuiout any fuss or self advertisement. and looking at the bright window, then
5.30 p . m . bringing the mail up to Monday sides. Happily this is all dispelled, and For instance, when asked how 'many closing the eyes, he will observe an impres
night, but returned without taking mail may joy be with you at the fireside, is bears he has hilled in his lifetime, he fig sion or phantom of the window for an ap
ures, the number at about 60. Now, as he preciable time after his eyes are closed.
R angeley L akes ’ wish.
from here.

Local Paragraphs.

The Maine Fish and Game Commis
sioner report for the year 1895,' is out.

M S LITTLE HATCHET

RANGELEY LAKES

8
Written for Rangeley Lakes:
Rangeley Memories.
Fair Rangeley, thou art very dear
To wanderers from far and near;
The mem’ries of the woodland bowers.
A re sw eet to us as W ildwood flowers.

Thy wondrous lakes, and rivers too.
(Reflecting oft the azure blue)
When sparkling in the sun's bright gleam.
Would beautify a poet’s dream.
Thy woods of spruce and fragrant pines,
Fit temples are for holy shrines,
And worshippers who wander there
Ne 'er leave till they have breathed a prayer.
Tall mountains rise on every side,
Majestic in their power and pride;
And mountain, lake, and hill, and vale
Form pictures in the moonlight pale
Against the background of the sky
Where feathery clouds float far and high.
And silent glory reigns o'er all
These beauties which our souls enthrall.
F-----R-----.
Washington, D. C.

Local Paragraphs.
Getting winter enough now aren’ t we?
How we would appreciate a daily mail!

Saturday’ s mail broke all previous
! records.
i It was ham, tripe or salt fish during the
I meat famine last week.
Board McCard was out over Sunday
from the woods.
Mrs. Frank Worthley is slightly im
proved in health.
W ill Sprague, and family, are soon to
move to Auburn.
Mrs. William W ilcox has been very ill,
but is recovering.
Joseph Wilbur has bought the place for
merly occupied by W ill Sprague.
Henry Tibbetts brought a party of the
Redington refugees to Rangeley, Satur
day.
The night watchman at Rangeley had a
“ snap” during the tie-up, but ’ twas double
work at Redington.
Miss Etta Calden has been waiting for
the storms and blockades to pass so that
she could make a visit to Phillips.
The “ log train” bringing Ed. Grant’s
“ Maine Camp” passed through the vil
lage Thursday p. m . for the Station.

Mrs. H. A. Furbish reached Phillips, on
Capt. F. (T. Barker was up from Bemis,
her return from the Aroostook, Thursday,
Sunday.
Al. Sprague was out from Redington of last week. Then there was a delay.
About every resident living outside the
last week.
village must have been in Saturday. They
W ho said we weren’ t going to have any
feared a snow blockade in addition to the
more snow?
flood.
Now we will begin to have passable
Herrick has some fine lines of furniture.
roads again.
Attend Uncle Josh next Saturday eve and
There wasn’ t much snow, but how that see how to arrange it in the most artistic
little did fly!
and tasty manner.
Ned Churchill walked in from Reding
Wm. H. McKeen and W. S. Russell, of
ton, Thursday.
Phillips, came in on the “ Mail train”
The sun was out bright Friday, and he Saturday. They went to Mooselookmewas a welcome visitor.
guntic House, Sunday.
The switch-board has been taken out of
Phineas Richardson and wife recently
the Rangeley telephone office.
went to Turner, on a visit, intending to
Mail Agent Bigelow drove in from Dead return Saturday, Feb. 29; but “ the floods
came” and caused a delay.
River Station Saturday forenoon.
E.
O. Welch, of Stratton, who has been Ed. Whorff, of the Mooselookmeguntic
House, was up for material to be used in
in town for a short time, has returned.
repairs
of the house Saturday. He says
The new steamer “ Kineganet” will be
built in Isaac Ellis’ stable on Allen street. the road on the lake is in fine condition.
A newsboy selling a daily paper pub
lished in Rangeley, was the novelty of the
week.
Commercial travelers, commonly known
as runners? have been scarce in town
lately.
A. B. Grover came down town early
Tuesday morning to go to Phillips—but he
didn’ t go.
That “ R asgeley L akes daily” will be
saved as a souvenir in many a Rangeley
household.
It’ s too bad, after escaping damage from
the flood, to have the water turn to ice and
shut off all travel.
The slaughter of full-beards and mus
taches last week, for the drama, was
heroic treatment.
Ben. Gile and James W ilcox snowshoed
it in from Redington to attend the drama,
Wednesday night.
J. H. Treat, who owns Villa St. Pere,
on Cupsuptic, is wintering in Florida and
plans a trip to Cuba before spring.
Harry Dennison came from Dead River
Station on snowshoes, Wednesday, in
order to attend the band concert and
drama.
From ’69 to ’96 is 27 years. That is the
time between the tw o latest big floods.
Let us hope that before the next one, as
many more years, at least, may pass.
Warren Stevens, the mail carrier be
tween Rangeley and Greenvale, made the
trip Thursday on foot. He had left his
team down there on the last mail day.
D A N A ’ S Sarsaparilla is not only the best
of all remedies for the Nerves, Liver,
Kidneys, Stomach, and Blood, but if no
benefit, you can get your money back. The
same guarantee applies to D an a ’ s Pills,
Cough Syrup and Plasters. For sale by
John H aley , Agent.

Wilmont Patterson came out from
Toothaker & Kimball’ s camp last week,
with an injured knee. Dr. Currier opened
the sore and he is doing well, still he has
a bad knee.
“ Pretty good thing to have an office in
town that has go-ahead enough to get
out a paper giving you the latest news,
when trains or mails cannot get in,” say
the Rangeley men.
Sunday r. m ., A. B. Grover, and Gene
Smith, engaged Herman Huntoon and a
pair of horses to take them to Phillips.
They left at about 1 o ’clock. They reached
Phillips at 7 p. m .
Mourning envelopes, containing the an
nouncement of the death of Mr. John Q.
Twitchell, of the well-known Portland
firm of Twitchell, Champlain Co., were
received by the Rangeley grocers, Satur
day.

Natt Carr, who went to meet Rangeley’ s
long lost mail is the local Paul Revere.
Mrs. J. D. Huntoon is siriously ill with
pulmonary trouble, brought on by a heavy
cpld.
It is a wonderful thing that so little
loss of life was reported as a result of the
flood.
If ever the people of a storm-swept coun
try were glad to see a bright, sunny day
it was in Rangeley. Friday.
Now that an appropriation has been
made for a shelter for the engine, let there
be no delay in getting it ready.
Ned. Churchill, express messenger, and
Mail Agent Bigelow, are having a vaca
tion during the lay-off of the train.
Lewis Bowley and E. I. Herrick go to
Boston next week to pick out the furnish
ings for the new Mountain View House.

Mr. John B. Marble, proprietor of the
Rangeley Lake House, will attend the
Sportsmen's Exposition, at Madison
Square Garden.
The greatest conveinence which could be
added to the present telephone service,
would be the placing of an instrument in
the railroad depot at Rangeley. If that
were done R a n g e l e y L a k e s , Hano, the
Mountain View and Haines Landing could
then find out at once whether any express
or baggage had come for them, whether
the train was late or an hour behind, and
a thousand and one other things which
now require a trip to the station. It
would also place the Phillips and Rangeley
express offices in direct communication.
The first mail from the West, beyond
Farmington, for seven days, reached
Rangeley Saturday p. m. It was taken
by the work train to Sluice hill, then sled
ded over to the other train and taken to
Redington. There it was met by the train
that was battling ice on this end of the
road and brought a mile this side of Dead
River Station. Here Natt Carr loaded it.
about 250 pounds, on a moose sled and he
and Harry Dennison pulled it into town.
It was purdly an act of kindness, in Mr.
Carr, to volunteer, without any compensa
tion, to furnish Rangeley with a mail.
The following lines from Rudyard Kipling’ s
“ Overland Mail” are very appropriate at
this time.

Owing to the rain, the ice on the»lake is
covered with water so that teams cannot
haul the birch for the steam mill. For this
reason they will not start up for two
weeks.
A cut of J. A. Russell’ s patent minnow
bucket appears in Lovell’s catalogue this
year, »which shows that this handy inven
tion of a Rangeley man is appreciated
elsewhere as well as here.
It was amusing during the blockade to
listen to the many reliable(?) reports as
to the whereabouts of the train. Quite
“Is the torrent in spate? He must ford it or
frequently it would be in tw o places at the
swim.
same moment, though the places were
Has rain wrecked the road? He must climb
miles apart.
by the cliff.
The young Nimrods are seen in all di Does the tempest cry 'Halt?’ What are tem
pests to him?
rections, mounted on snow-shoes and
The service admits not a ‘but’ or an ‘if’.
carrying a gun or rifle, they single file into
While the breath’s in his mouth, he must bear
the woods in search of rabbits, though
without fail,
they would not object to getting a fox if
In the name of the Empress, the Overland
one should happen their way.
Mail.’’
C. H. Thomas, Esq., of Farmington, is
waiting for the train to run. He has
completed his contracts in both the
Rangeley Lake House and the Mountain
View. If we had time we wonld figure
out the number of acres of plastering he
and his son, Geo. H., have put on since
they came here late in the fall.
Everyone is invited to the “ Brass”
wedding of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Wyman
at their residence in Rangeley Plantation,
on next Friday, March 13. This is a
month earlier than the real wedding day
but owing to the usual bad travelling in
April it is thought best to change the
date. This information is given by Mr.
Wyman.
Mrs. E. G. Ross, of Rangeley, is seventyone years old and during the present
winter she has knit forty-five pairs of
mittens and socks. She is the mother of
thirteen children, and has thirty-six grand
children and twenty great-grand-childi'en.
She is well, hearty, and up early and late,
and can do almost as much work as onehalf the young women.
Barring flood, freeze-up, or snow-block
ade, the four-act comedy-drama, “ Uncle
Josh,” will be repeated next Saturday
evening at Furbish Hall. An excursion
will be run from Phillips and Redington,
leaving Phillips at 5.30 p . m . and returning
at the close of the drama. The play will
be preceeded by a curtain-raiser, written
expressly for the
occasion, entitled
“ Cholly Knickerbocker’ s Trip to the
Rangeleys.” The band concert will also
be repeated. The entertainment is worthy
a full house.

The church bell rang at just the moment
the mail was hauled onto the post office
platform by Natt Carr. It was for a
meeting and not to announce the arrival
of the first mail for a week, as many sup
posed.
James Snowman says the cause of the
late rain and thaw was caterpillars. They
were out and very lively near his place.
The thaw was to bring them out and the
It is related of one member of the Rangefreeze-up to kill them, according to his
ley
Dramatic Club (and she tells it her
version.
self) that the night after Uncle Josh, she
That Rangeley cannot be beaten, in the startled her husband out of a sound sleep
line of clothiers, is shown from the fact by suddenly shouting: “ I did do my part
that G. A. Proctor, furnished all the well, I tell you I did do it well, so there
gentlemen’s costumes for the drama, fit now .”
“ V^ell, who said you didn’ t?”
ting, to life, everyone from the dude to queried her husband. “ So-and-so,” said
Uncle Josh.
she, naming one of the members of the
The W. C. T. U. held a Mother’s Meet company, but never waking up. The dia
ing two weeks ago. The attendance was logue was carried on for some time, the
small and the subject “ Pitfalls for our sonambulistic actress finally breaking
B oys” was postponed for two weeks. into tears and waking up. Who said
This is of vast importance and it is hoped amateur actors never put any feeling into
will receive the consideration it deserves.
their parts?
#

“ Uncle J o sh .”
It was a wretched evening for any kind
of an entertainment, cold, squally, windy
and the air filled with flying* snow, but
word had gone out that Joshua Jarvis,
Esq., of Vermont, was to be at the Hall
that night and everybody wanted to see
him.
Anyway, upwards of 150 of his
friends were there and he was warmlygreeted.
'
The drama was preceded by a concert
by the Rangeley Cornet Band, led by
G. A. Proctor, Esq. The Band, as has
been frequently stated in these columns,
is doing some fine work, and their render
ing at this time was excellent.
The drama was well performed, each
was perfect in the lines of his or 'her part,
there were no hitches and no long waits
between scenes of acts. The stage set
tings were very pretty and the costumes
fine.
t
Rangeley has never had a play given in
a better manner than was “ Uncle Josh.”
It is difficult to particularize and say who
did the best, they all did their best, and
every one present appreciated it from start
to finish. Will S. Marble made a capital
Uncle Josh, his build and make-up was
that of a “ wide-awake farmer who reads
the papers.” The French Count, with his
broken English and Parisian manner, the
dude, the lover, the “ bunco steerer” arid
“ Mike” all came in for their share of the
honors.
Erastus, the colored servant,
was dignified as one holding such a posi
tion should be. Mrs. Butler as Mrs. Rey
nolds was excellent, Miss Marble as her
daughter looked and acted charming,
while Miss Grant as Minerva Clackett,
a supposed spinster, was—well, it is diffi
cult to make an old maid very hideous,
when you have to transform a pretty girl
into one.

M A R R IE D .
In Dallas Plantation, Sunday. March 8, by H.
A. Furbish, Esq., Orlando Marden, of Avon,
and Miss Inza Campbell of Dallas.
Phillips, Feb. 29. by Rev. E. V. Wheeler.
Albert M. Sedgely and Grace M. Harnden.
both of Phillips.

